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Abstract 

 
Service is the most important thing in the airline  industry. Every Airline  makes 
a breakthrough in superior service on every line. Garuda Indonesia creates 
services that reflect Indonesian culture to be introduced to the world and 
applying the concept of five sense  to campaign Indonesia hospitality to the 
world. By implementing five sense concepts  namely : Sight, Sound, Scent, 
Taste, Touch  conducted by Garuda Indonesia can bring Indonesia Hospitality to 
the world. By this concept, Garuda creates an integrated flying experience to its 
customer which includes the pre-flight, in-flight and post-flight servicesso that 
when customers use Garuda Indonesia Airline, they will be able to feel the 
distinctiveness of Indonesian culture. In terms of service, the development was 
concentrate on the commitment to create excellent services which highlighted 
distinctive Indonesia as competitive edge in airline industry. 
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Introduction 

Global economic growth in 2018 began to show positive development as 
reported by World Bank. The growth in 3,1 %  caused by  continued recovery in 
investment, manufacturing and trade, and also developing countries that export 
commodities benefit from stronger commodity prices ( world bank,2018). 

International Flight Passenger Traffic in Asia pasific region was reported by 
AAPA member has reached 316,79 million in 2017 and grew 6,20% from 
previous year. The need of Air transportation in Indonesia is still expected 
increasingly in line with improvement in economic growth of this region. 
International flight fly from indonesia to overseas went up 9,94% from 16,14 
million in 2016 to 17,75 million in 2017. The growth size of international traffic 
of passengers from indonesia were likely to be driven by the economic activity 
and the rising number of middle class ( Garuda Indonesia, 2018). 

Competition between airlines on domestic and international flights is very tight 
in Asia Pasific Region, so innovation is needed in providing value of  money to 
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balance the prices paid by passengers. In the regional Garuda Indonesia is faced 
with great competition with world caliber airlines such as Singapore Airlines, 
Cathy Pacific, Qantas, Air Asia, ANA and Malaysia Airlines, JAL. The 
competition does not cover the price issue only, but also competes with fleets, 
services, routes and products. The growth of passenger traffic from year to year 
encourages Garuda and other airlines to develop and offer competitive service 
and product to their customers. 

Garuda immediately carried out various kinds of innovations to face competition 
on international and domestic routes, firstly, Renewing its entire fleet supported 
by new aircraft such as Boeing 777-300 ER, Airbus 330-300, Boeing 737-
800NG, and CRJ 100 NG; secondly, Joined Skyteam alliance( Garuda is the 
20th member of this alliance); thirdly, Build the Altea system and the most 
important thing is to develop products and services. 

The development of products and services carried out by Garuda Indonesia 
includes a number of things including Pre-journey, Pre-filght, In-flight, Post-
light, Post-journey, Specific - focus which includes 28 service points and 
product touch points, namely Pre-Journey is consists of 4 touchpoints (website, 
Call Center, Sales Office, Social Media); Pre-Flight is consisting of 7 
touchpoints (Ticket Sales, Customer Service, Check-in Service, Executive 
lounge, Boarding Gate, Kiosk K); In-flight is consists of 10 touchpoints (cabin 
seats, cabin amenities, cabin ambience, Cabin cleanlines, Lavatory, inflight 
sales, cabin services, catering, inflight entertainment, reading materials); Post-
flight is consists of 4 touchpoints (arrival assistence, baggage delivery, baggage 
service, Transfer desk); Post-journey consisting of 1 touchpoint (Customer 
loyalty); and the last specific focus consists of 3 touchpoints (greeting, delay 
management, service recovery), But what is very important is the service during 
the Pre-in-Post flight, where the five senses are implemented and delivered to 
Customer. 

Garuda Indonesia in providing services and product brings the garuda Indonesia 
experience concept which creating integrated flying experience through “ sigh, 
sound, scent, taste, touch”, Which will later be a characteristic of service of 
Garuda Indonesia which is dissecting with other Airlines.With this service 
concept, every passenger who uses Garuda Indonesia flight services will 
experience Indonesian hospitality throughout the service touchpoint, that is way 
Garuda always strives to maintain the best airline services Quality, flying brings 
Indonesia hospitality to the world. 

By having a brand, products and services that are good and authentic is the 
value of Garuda to be liked by consumers because the product creates an 
innocence in competitors, so this will give a unique perception to consumers. By 
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having uniqueness in the packaging of brands, these products and services are a 
product advantage in markets in similar industries. 

Horn and Harvey (1998) state that the importance of speed in responding to 
markets is to survive and grow in a world full of competition, dynanism and 
globalization. Sulek (1995) notes that service is an important differentiating 
factor among other similar competitors. 

David (2002) stated that the strategy of differentiation is very effective if it is 
supported by a high level of service, responsiveness to the wishes of the 
community( Suharto, 2018). 

Literature Review 

Now we are in “experience economy” era  that focuses on understanding the 
Consumer Journey. As Pine and Gilmore predicted in his book “The 
ExperienceEconomy: Work is Theater AndEvery Business a Stage (1999), where 
Pine explains that there is a shift from an economy based on consumption 
services or having something, to an economic economy supported by investment 
in experience .  

In this era everyone is very consumptive about experience, they prefer spending 
their money on vacation, hanging out with friends, traveling compared to buying 
consumptive items in their live.Every consumer really wants to buy new 
experiences both products and services, n the superior products of Garuda 
Indonesia in their services and products are updated to maintain customer 
loyalty, for pre-flight, for example giving a new experience with web check-in, 
city -check in, executive lounge. In inflight service is availability of Audio 
Video On demand, Indonesian food, “Indonesian song” sound and aroma 
therapy perfume on the plane and at the Garuda sales office. 

In Providing International standard products and services, Garuda Indonesia is 
committed to presenting Garuda Indonesia experienced that reflects Indonesian 
culture to be introduced to Garuda passengers. Presenting the service of Garuda 
Indonesia experience by going through the five senses of the customer so that 
Indonesian culture can be directly felt, which is known as service through Five 
senses, namely: 

The first "Sight" is a visual experience felt by customers, one of which is 
interior design in a fleet of Garuda’s aircrafts combining natural colors with 
traditional Indonesian motifs which are very beautiful to the eye and besides 
passengers are very spoiled by eloctronic devices for entertainment during the 
flight. The Indonesian Garuda Stewardess uniform also has a traditional 
Indonesian kebaya motif that is very beautiful to look at. 
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Second "sound" are experiences through audio and video devices on every 
which available in Garuda Indonesia’s seat. In every Garuda Indonesia’s flight 
are always in listening to traditional Indonesian musical instruments is a 
reflection of Indonesia's local cultural wealth. Listening to the unique tones of 
traditional Indonesian music can be a fun way to enjoy music while providing a 
distinctive Indonesian experience. 

The third "Scent" refreshing aroma therapy that always smells on every Garuda 
flight and  sales office is the scent of flowers used by the Indonesian people 
from generation to generation. This fragrance is an aromatic blend of essential 
oils produced by plants and spices native to Indonesia 

The four "taste" experiences of eating dishes and traditional Indonesian drinks 
are served on a Garuda flight. Fifth, "Touch", which is to give a touch of service 
by adopting Indonesian hospitality. 

This 5 sense concept is the result of innovation that not only sells the Garuda 
Indonesia’s  brand, but also sells the culture of the Indonesian people in  the 
world. Supported by Garuda which flies to all over the world such as Europe, 
Asia, Middle East, Australia and also becoming  20th member of the SkyTeam 
Alliance is an opportunity to branding Indonesian’s culture. The actions taken 
by Garuda with the concept of 5 Sense can help strengthen brand equity, both 
the Garuda Indonesia’s  brand and Indonesian’s brand. 

Results and Discussion 

In this part will explain the effects of the implementation of the 5 senses. Next 
the author will describe it: 

First, "Sign" with this concept passengers will get a new experience to feel the 
concept of the cabin in every Indonesian fleet both interior, ceiling and service 
provided by cabin crew; Second, "Sound" with this concept passengers can feel 
regional songs in every province in Indonesia and will feel comfortable; Third, 
"Scent" with this concept, passengers will feel the aroma of therapy that brings 
it into rilex; Fourth "Taste" with this concept passengers can feel traditional 
food and drinks in Indonesia;  Fifth, "Touch" with this concept, passengers will 
be able to experience touch from the cabin crew service, which is polite in 
serving. 

With the concept of the 5 senses is a differentiation from Garuda Indonesia in 
selling products and services to customers, in the application of Indonesian 
cultural values. Garuda took this step aimed at avoiding price competition in the 
world of airlines, strategic steps taken to differentiate products and services, in 
order to gain an edge in competition.Distinguishing products and services so 
that the offer of these products and services will add value. The addition of 
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features in these 5 sense concepts will add value to the Garuda product itself  

By implementing the 5 senses concept, Garuda is successful in becoming the 
world's best cabin crew by Skytrax, The Top 10 Airline 2017 by Skytrax, The 
Five Star Global Airline by APEX, Top 10 Best Airline in World by 
Tripadvisor, Best Airline from Indonesia by Tripadvisory. 
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